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Background

MEMORANDUM

Mayor, City Council & Local Contract Review Board

Faye Stewart, Public Works & Development Director

PUBLIC HEARING EXEMPTING PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT FROM COMPETITIVE BIDDING REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE BIO SOLIDS DRYING EQUIPMENT

January 4, 2023

The Joint Public Hearing by City Council and the Contract Review Board is to receive
testimony regarding exempting competitive bidding requirements for a sole source
procurement ofbio solid drying equipment at the City's Water Reclamation Facility. The
equipment is under consideration is a solids dewatering centrifuge produced by Centrisys
CNP and a bio solids dryer manufactured by Bio Force Tech. City staff has spent the last
4 years touring operating bio solid dryers and believes Centrisys and Bio Force Tech
equipment is superior to other bio solid equipment. In 2019 Ameresco prepared an energy
audit for the Water Reclamation Facility highlighting the opportunity to reduce plant
operating costs by installing bio solid drying equipment including recommending
Centrisys and Bio Force Tech's equipment. In 2019 the City received a price quote of
$795, I00 for the equipment less design, installation, and additional support equipment for
operation.

Currently the City generates approximately 175 dry tons ofbio solids each year and pays
approximately $80,000 to Heard Farms Inc. for additional processing of the bio solids.
The proposed new equipment will replace the current solids belt press, chemical
thickener, and digesters allowing the solids to go directly from the clarifiers into the new
drying equipment. The new bio solid drying equipment will reduce energy consumption
and chemical use. The dried solids will be used at Middlefield Golf Course, City Parks
and Facilities reducing the purchase offertilizer. The proposed dryer is a large composter
that utilizes heat from the composting process for 75% of the drying process and Natural
Gas to generate the final amount of heat necessary to dry the solids to a Class "A"
product.

Ameresco's 2019 energy audit projected that the City could reduce operating costs by
drying the bio solids with the proposed Centrisys and Bio Force Tech equipment. Actual
cost savings will be known upon competition of the 30% project design documents. The
projected savings could service the debt for the facility improvement.

City Legal Counsel prepared the Joint Resolution. The Joint Public Hearing was
advertised in the Daily Journal of Commerce on December 26, 2022. To date City staff
has received one inquiry regarding the proposed public improvement project exemption
from the Competitive bidding requirements.





Recommendation

Staff recommends holding the joint public hearing.

Costs to date Legal Counsel assistance and placing the Joint Hearing Notice in the Daily
Journal of Commerce.





NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Cottage Grove City Council and Local Contract
Review Board will hold a joint hearing 7:00 p.m. on January 9, 2023, regarding adoption
of an exemption for the City's Water Reclamation Facility Improvement Project. The
hearing will be held at 400 E. Main Street, Cottage Grove, Oregon. To attend the
hearing virtually or for questions, contact Public Works and Development Director Faye
Stewart at 541-767-4120 or pwdirector@cottagegrove.org.

The public hearing will be held pursuant to ORS 279C.335 and City Rule 137-049-0630
to take comments on the draft findings supporting the proposed exemption to the
competitive bidding process. Copies of the draft findings are available for public review
on the City's website at https://www.cottagegroveor.gov/rfps and at the Public Works &
Development office located at the above address.





BIOFORCETECH
Corporation

Advanced solutions to upcycle organic waste,
into renewable energy and valuable by-products.

www.bioforcetec:h.eom



BIOFORCETECH
Corporation

We are aIL part ofnature.

Yet, man's mere existence stresses nature, stretching her resources and poLLuting her environment Now nature
needs us as much as we need her.

Founded in 2012 by a team of passionate engineers who understand this principle. Bioforcetech recognized
immediately that mankind needed technology that worked symbiotically with nature. rather than against it.
Focusing specificolLy on waste management. we learned that we coutd deal with waste by imitating nature's
awn systems. but with elegant technology used to accelerate her pracess and imprave her outcome.

After four years of research and pilot testing, our team has created a system that converts multiple categories
ofbiomass (including biaso(idsJ to biochar, an earth-friendly soil amendment, with technology that is as close
as possible to being zera-energy and carbon negative.

AI Biafarcetech. we believe that our technology revolutionizes the way we aIL manage organic waste. Please
read through this brachure to understand how you can transform your organic waste into value.

Sincerely,

Dorio Presezzi, CEO
Bioforcetech Corporation
dpresezzi@bioforcetech.cam





IMISSION
To create systems that can dispose of and enhance on-site organic
waste products such as biosolids, green waste and biomass

Bioforcetech aims to dramatically reduce the energy consumption, labor cost emission and
greenhouse gas production in treating biosolids, green waste and biomass by developing
elegant and efficient technologies with maximum automation. We have accomplished this in the
following ways:
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ENERGY FROM WASTE:
When we think about waste, we see an opportunity to generate clean,
renewable energy. Although bio-waste can be difficult to manage, we
focused our resources on designing technologies that run on energy
generated by the waste itself, so that no external energy is needed.

REDUCE TRUCKS

In the USA, millions of trucks every day transport bio-waste from its
treatment source to landfill, often for hundreds of miles. A side benefit
of our technology is that we dramatically reduce traffic and fossil

fuels consumption by designing systems that can be installed at the
waste source, and that can generate the energy needed to fuel the
process from the waste itself: importation of additives or other fuel is
not necessary.

GENERATE VALUABLE BY-PRODUCTS:
Organic waste is mostly made of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and
nitrogen. All these elements, if properly processed, can become a
valuable product Our technology transforms organic waste into
an environmentally-beneficial by-product (a process known as
UpCycling.l

COMPLETE AUTOMATION. LOW O&M:

All our systems are designed to run 24/7 and to be fully automated.
The combination of smart in-house developed software, remote
monitoring, cloud powered maintenance and reporting, and high
quality sensors and materials ensure that the system will require the

minimum amount of maintenance and no operator at the facility.



IBIOSOLIDS IN USA
A potentially useful product and 0 disposal challenge.

Biosolids are sewage sludge treated to remove pathogens. Even after conventionaL treatment.
biosolids remain both a potentially useful product and a disposal challenge.

Wastewater effluent standards are tightening every year, and places to dispose of biosolids are
disappearing.
The pressure on the global waste management industry to develop more efficient. cost-effective
and environmentalLy sound solutions for biosolids processing has never been greater.

ApproximateLy 7,100,000 dry tons of biosoLids are generated each year at approximateLy
16,500 municipaL wastewater treatment facilities in the u.s. (2004 US EPA data)

About 50% of biosolids produced in the USA (Elliott, 2003) and about 40% of that produced in the
EU is sent to land to be used as a fertilizer; the rest is incinerated or landfiLled.
Beyond the classical environmental issues, such as the environmentally-friendly disposal of
biosolids, we now have other concerns.

Carbon dioxide - a main component of greenhouse
gasses - is released in huge quantities during the
traditional treatment and disposal of biosolids. Concerns
about climate change now playa key roLe in shaping
environmental policy.

As worLd-wide biosolids production inexorabLy
increases the production of biosolids does so as weLL.
The challenges wiLL onLy grow in the future.
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Bioforcetech has the right technology and vision to solve these challenges. We have developed,
built and tested technology that is a viable alternative to traditional disposal methods. Our goal
is to disrupt current thinking around biosolids processing, and in five years have our technology
be the dominant emerging solution to the challenge. To achieve this goal. Bioforcetech's team
has designed a revolutionary system that addresses both biosolids management challenges and
climate change issues.

Imagine a solution that is scalable, efficient, affordable to implement and operate, and
produces only environmentally-friendly end products while generating its own operating
power. Our system generates renewable energy, and UpCycles organic waste into a natural soil
amendment using a 2 step process:

- A drying system (The BioDryerJ that achieves a high degree of drying (from 20% dry matter to
80%) by recycling the metabolic waste energy generated by bacteria already present in biosolids,
as heat.

- An energy recovery system <The P-FIVE Pyrolysis Reactor) converts the dried biosolids into gas,
which is used to generate power for the system, and biochar, a valuable byproduct.



IILook deep into nature, and then you wiLL
understand everything better."

Albert Einstein



IBIODRYER
Innovative and efficient drying machine. designed to remove moisture
from organic materials with 70% less energy

Biodegradable waste is rapidLy heated through initiaL stages of composting by a process

caLLed Biodrying, which removes moisture from the waste stream to reduce its overall weight.

In this process. the drying rates are augmented by biologicaL heat in addition to forced

aeration. Heat is a naturaL by-product of the aerobic degradation of organic matter, and is

used to evaporate surface and bound water associated with the mixed sludge

Yard waste. food waste and biosoLids contain a fairly high amount of organic carbon. but in most
cases the water content of these materials will not allow energy generating systems to work. In
order to generate energy. it is necessary to reduce the water content of organic waste to Less
than 30% by mass. After years of research and pilot testing. our team designed a machine caLLed
BioDryer. a patented technology which is able to reduce the water content of organic waste

from the usual80% to 20% using the metabolic energy of bacteria, instead of fossil fueL energy.

The BioDryer controls oxygen and temperature levels for proliferation of specific microbial
populations, These microbes release heat into the surrounding environment. thus mediating the
drying process,

These metabolic reactions alone can significantly increase the temperature inside the reactor in

a few hours, (From room temperature to above 150"F in 10 hours>
In a system optimized for this purpose. this temperature - together with optimaL air flow - is used
as the means to evaporate the water heLd by the biosoLids. thus yielding a highLy concentrated

solid.

Biosalids example

INPUT

OUTPUT

Class B Biosolids (20% solid content>

Class A Biosolids (75% volume reduction at 80% solid content>



BIODRYER Innovotive ond efficient drying mochine. designed
to remove moisture from organic moterials with 70% less
energy

_ Gas Dryer _ BioDryer

Energy Saving:
Thanks to Bioforcetech's drying system, the
biosolids' drying process requires up to 70%

less electricity and 50% less thermal energy
compared to conventionaL drying methods.
The Low energyconsumption used for the drying
makes it finally possible to use the biosolids for
electrical and thermal energy production.

Batch capacity 16,000 Lbs

Batch duration 48 to 56 hours

Temperature up to 160'F

Empty weight 12,000 Lbs

Rotating motor 18kW

BLower power up to 75 kW

Footprint 10' x 40'

The BioDryer is composed of an externaL
structure that is made with painted steel. and
internaL parts that are made of AISI 304L The
reactor Looks like an octagonal rotating drum
and is moved by a motor reducer to ensure
materiaL mixing every 4 hours.
The air system is composed of two bLowers,
recyclable polypropyLene (PPHl pipes. and
two heat exchangers. The first centrifugal fan
blows the air inside the reactor and provides
oxygen for the drying process. The second
bLower sucks out the exhaust air and the steam
formed during the process. The exhaust air is
then treated with a biofilter for odor controL and
pollution removaL
The fast process and compact design. aLLows
to use up to 20 times Less space than soLar
drying facilities and 5 times Less space than a
composting facility.

The BioDryer requires onLy a flat cement pad
for installation. It is designed to be Located
outside. without the need of a cover from
the weather. The machine is delivered to
the construction site partially assembled. so
that instaLlation time and costs are kept at a
minimum.

ENERGYLIFE

24/7 Autonomus operation:
One of the biggest challenges is automation
of organic waste management. By integrating
Inspike's PLEXUS technology. our team was
abLe to buiLd an ArtificiaL Intelligence system.
capabLe of independently managing and
treating biosolids. This technoLogy, combined
with Low requirements for maintenance, helps
to reduce the environmental impact and to keep
ongoing operating costs as Low as possibLe for
years.

70% less 50% less
HEAT ENERGY ELECTRICAL ENERGY

2200 70

1650 52,5

1100 35

550 17.5

0 0
thousand BTU/ ton kWh/ton





IIln nature nothing is created, nothing is
Lost, everything changes. 1I

Antoine Lavoisier



IP-FIVE PYROLISIS SYSTEM
Clean, renewable energy and biochar from organic waste and biosolids

Pyrolysis is the thermochemical decomposition oforganic material through the application of heat
without the addition of extra oxygen. Through this process, which takes place at temperatures
between 660 and 1,650 degrees F, two products are obtained: syngas and char.
Our P-FIVE Pyrolysis machine utilizes this principle to produce renewable energy from any
organic waste.

Sustainable biochar production
The only by-product of our pyrolysis system, is biochar. Biochar is charcoal used as a soil
amendment. Biochar is a stable solid, rich in carbon, and can endure in soil for thousands of
years. Biochar thus has the potential to help mitigate climate change via carbon sequestration.
Independently, biochar can increase soil fertility, increase agricultural productivity, water
retention and drastically reduce nutrients run-off.



BIOMASS

Sioforcetech P~FIVE PYROLYSIS
An energy recovery system (pyrolysis reactor) mokes the process
sustainable and efficient.

Self-sustained pyrolysis
Once the pyrolysis process operating
temperature is reached, the exhaust gases from
the combustion chamber are passed through
the annular space between the central tube and
the outer casing of the pyro-reactor, ensuring
the temperatures required to perpetuate the
pyrolysis process. The 24/7 process becomes
self-sustained,

Burning without flame,
Environment Benefits
The P-FIVE Pyrolysis machine has been
designed to achieve the maximum production
of gaseous material. The gas is immediately
burnt in a special flameless reactor. Burning
the produced syngas without flame allows
a lower combustion temperature, resulting
in lower NOx emissions. Thanks to this
special technology. the P-FIVE Pyrolysis
system has been approved by EPA as a non
incineration process. The P-FIVE has been
the first pyrolysis process for biosolids that
has been approved by EPA and that meets the
emission requirements for EPA and California
regulations.

Equipment:
The P-FIVE pyrolysis system is preinstalled
inside "container like' structure, easy to
transport and ready to be installed outdoor.
The system requires only a flat cement pad
to be placed on. The structure contains
all the required parts: pyrolysis reactors,
flameless burner, char discharge conveyor.
2 heat exchangers, blowers, electrical panel
and automation with safety UPS system.
heat dissipation radiators. wet scrubber for
502 removal. activated carbon filter, 2 dust
removing cyclones and a chimney with
sample ports for analysis.

•

•
•

..
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•

COMBUSTION
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Operating Temperature 750 to 1,300"F

990.000 BTU

ONE MACHINE, MULTIPLE FEEDSTOCK:
The P-FIVE pyrolysis machine was designed
for biosolids treatment. but this reactor is also
able to treat a wide range of materials or mix.
The P-FIVE pyrolysis can process biosolids,
manure, green waste, green waste/biosolids
mix, food waste and most organic waste.

Processing capacity

Burner power

Input material solid content

500lb/h

>070%

Empty weight 46,0001bs





IBIOCHAR
Natural Soil Amendment

Biochar is charcoal residue that is produced through modern pyrolysis process, which is the direct
thermal decomposition of biomass in the absence of oxygen. This prevents combustion to obtain
an array of solid (biochar), and gas (syngas) products.

When biochar is used as soil amendment. its structure and composition may significantly improve:

· texture, structure, porosity, and consistency of the soil
· pore-size distribution
· particle-size distribution
· density and packing
· pH. electrical conductibility
· nutrient availability
• water retention

Biosolids Derived Briochar (BOB>
BOB has most of the same characteristics as biochar obtained from typical biochar feedstocks,
like wood chips or waste crops, although BOB has received attention from dozens of universities
worldwide because of its ability to acquire several new characteristics.
Compared with a "regular" wood biochar, BOB has a nitrogen concentration up to 6 times higher
and phosphorus up to 10 times higher, a lower organic carbon concentration, a higher density.
Thanks to the high level of nutrients, using BOB helps to decrease the amount of fertilizer
needed.
The surface area of the BOB creates good water and nutrients retention in the soil, which
reduces water and fertilizer use, especially in sandy soiL



Heavy Metal Leachl179 (EPA 7420 and EPA 6010)

Arsenic NO

Barium 4.0

Beryllium NO

Cadmium NO

Chromium 0.15

Cobalt NO

Copper 5.6

Lead 023

Mercury NO

Molybdenum 011

Nickel 014

Selenium NO

Silver NO

Thallium NO

Vanadium NO

Zinc 22

The benefits of Biosolids Derived
Biochar (BOB) VS Biosolids:
Biosolids is currently used as fertilizer
in the US, aLthough a rising number of
countries are reguLating or even forbid
the use of biosolids as fertilizer,
The P-FIVE PyroLysis system, UpCycLes
biosolids into a charcoal soiL amendment.
which is then not considered a waste
anymore, Other than becoming a
compLeteLy different materiaL. the main
differences between biosolids and BDB is
the elimination of hormones, reduction
ofpoltutants, and removalofpathogens,
Also, several studies have proven that the
biochar obtained from biosolids does not
allow the heavy metaLs to spread into the
soiL (tabLe 1)

METAL
STLC

Detected
Value (mg/L)

STLC
Limit

(mg/L)

5·0
100

0,75

10

5
80

25

50

02

350

20

1.0

5
70

24

250

TCLP
Detected

Value (mg/Ll

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

TCLP
Limit

(mg/U

5·0
100

1,0

50

50

02

1,0

5
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In June 2017. the first Bioforcetech's "Biosolids to Energy plant" started its

operations to UpCycle 7000 tons (20 %solid content! ofbiosolids into energy

and biochar. The Bioforcetech plant is composed of6 BioDryer units coupled

with a P-FIVE pyrolysis system,

BioDryer and Pyrolysis together:
To achieve the final goal of energy production and biosolids transformation,
6 BioDryers are coupled with a P-FIVE pyrolysis system, The BioDryers only
require 220 kWh/ton of energy to remove all the moisture from biosolids,
and the pyrolysis system produces 150 kW of energy 24/7. which is used to
run the facility,
The result is a self-sustained system that autonomously manages biosolids,
reducing the total volume by 90% and producing a valuable, nutrient rich soil
amendment.

ICASESTUDY
Biosolids to energy @ SVCW



INPUT
7,000 tons of Biosolids @ 20% solid content
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Fixed price for years:
With a lifespan of 20 years, minimum operation
and maintenance requirements, low energy
consumption and no disposal fees, the final
cost per ton is kept low for years, In addition, the
final product can be sold as soil amendment.
generating a profit which lowers the cost per
ton,

Estimated cost per ton of input material treated

$/Ion

Capital cost (includes 2% interest): 32

Utilities: 7

Benefits to SVCW and to the community of
Redwood City:
We believe it is important to develop
technologies thatcreate value for municipalities
and the community.
Thanks to the Bioforcetech plant installed at
SVCW, 90% fewer trucks will travel through
Bay Area cities, reducing traffic congestion
and greenhouse gas emissions, The design
and concept of the system will keep the cost
of biosolids management low for decades
and limiting odor produced by the wastewater
treatment facility. thus reducing the incentive
for more stringent regulations on biosolids
management.

O&M and spare parts

Income from biochar

Cost per ton

After biochar sale

15

592

29,2

Last but not least. the 700 tons of soil
amendment produced by the Bioforcetech
plant. can be reutilized by public agencies
for parks, forests, gardens and flowerbeds,
reducing the use of city water for irrigation
and the use of fertilizers.



ICONTACTS
Let's keep in touch

If you are looking for an alternative to rnanage your biosolids, green waste, food waste and organic
waste for your city or company, our team is here to help you.
Contact us to find out how you can transform organic waste into value.

Our Headquarter
1400 Radio road. Redwood City, California

Phone +1(415)508-7603
eMail info@bioforcetech.com

www.bioforcetech.com

BIOFORCETECH
Corporation
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~ HEADQUARTERS: 9586 58th Place. Kenosha. WI 53144 • P (877) 339-5496 • ;nfo@cenlris~_us

WESTERN DIVISION: 825 Performance Olivo • Stockton, CA 95206 • P (877) 339.5496 • inlo@centrisysm
DECANTER CENTRifUGES

www.centrisys.com
Cenut$y$ contact details for all countries are available on our website at www ...omsV.com
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~TREATMENT EQUIPMENT COMPANY
-......IIIdWater and wastewater treated better

December 20, 2022

Preston Van Meter
Principal Engineer
WEST YOST
503.784.9536

RE: Cottage Grove Sole Source Equipment

Dear Preston,

Thank you for reaching out regarding the above referenced project. The following are a list of points on
the Centrisys centrifuge equipment for your review:

I. From a technology standpoint the requested product or service is the only product or service
that can satisfy the requirements of the requesting department. Centrisys is the only
centrifuge supplier that utilizes a hydraulic backdrive system as the standard scope of supply.
The hydraulic backdrive system has numerous advantages and is a more robust system that
allows for long-term cost savings and minimizes repair downtime. Benefits include, but not
limited to, better control, the ability to run at full torque at any bowl speed, the ability to
restart on the fly, and the ability to run a leading or lagging scroll for longer wear life.

II. The requested good, service provider, supplier or manufacturer is the only practicably
available source, and the only major centrifuge manufacturer that actually manufactures in
the United States. The centrifuge is only available through Centrisys and exclusively
represented municipal equipment manufacturer representative TEe. The product cannot be
sourced from other areas in North America.

III. The costing consequence of not supplying this equipment is solutions with much higher OPEX,
more downtime, and higher repair costs.

IV. The price for this product or service is considered to be reasonable due to previous proposals,
lifecycle cost evaluations, and other PNW centrifuge installation comparisons.

Please also reference OAR 125-247-0275 - Sole-Source Procurements - Oregon Administrative Rules
(public.law) for more information and guidance on the state requirements.

Please let us know if you require any other information.

www.treatmentequipment.com





CENTRISYS/CNP:

Get More from your Centrifuge
Discover Centrisys' Decanter Centrifuge Capabilities and Services

Skid, Mobile and Containerized Systems*
Complete sludge dewatering and/or thickening solutions on
a single platform. This modular approach streamlines the
installation process and allows for fast and easy placement.
Within a few hours, a skid system can be on site and fully
operational.

"The Centrisys engineering team starts with asite plan, general
specificationsand flow diagrams to design Q working system. State
of-the-art engineering programs prepare the electric schematics,
PID diagrams, process drawings and control programs. AU ancillary
components are selected for the site specific performance and reliability.

• Only power and process connections needed for system start-up

• Ranging from 5-700gpm (1- 90 m3/h)

• All parts and components are covered under the Centrisys
standard warranty terms and conditions

Renta Is for Dewatering or Thickening
Two- and 3-phase rental skid systems are available for seasonal
and emergency needs. Short and long term leasing options are
also available for dewatering and thickening. Ancillary heating
systems are available as an add~on option.

Customized Solutions a Key Strength
Centrisys provides a full range of custom engineering and
manufacturing services. Our customization process starts
with listening to our customers to understand their goals or
challenges; analysis and development of a preliminary design;
prototyping and testing to the final design - all done by our
in-house engineering teams located in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Our
custom solutions range in size from as large as a complete mobile
system to as small as a wear component or part.

Pilot and Lab Testing
Centrisys invested in trailer and skid mounted centrifuge systems
for dewatering and thickening pilot tests. Our dedicated process
engineering department conducts pilot and lab testing in the field
and also in the process lab, located in Kenosha, Wisconsin.

R&D and Consulting Services
Available for any centrifugal separation process, our fully staffed
lab performs services as needed.

• Lab centrifuge for decanter type centrifuge sampling

• Process engineer team available for testing and specification
write-ups to insure correct machine sizing and type

• Process optimization consulting available for all decanter
centrifuge brands

Designed & Built
in the USA

Discover more at Centrisys-CNP.com in '00IIEl
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CENTRISYS/CNP:

Why Choose Centrisys?

Installation and Start-Up for All Brands"
Offering on-site assistance with plant personnel ensures they are
comfortable with running the equipment and have a thorough
mechanical understanding of the centrifuge. Topics include, but
are not limited to:

• Testing, set-up and process optimization

• Polymer dosing

• Checking lubrication system

• Adjusting belt tension

• Diagnosing alarms

• Adjusting speed sensors

• Diagnosing differential speed

• Preventive maintenance tips

Centrifuge and Process Training
for All Brands"
On-site or at one of our service facilities, we offer basic and
advanced training for mechanics, operators and engineers. Topics
include, but are not limited to:

• Centrifuge operation

• Maintenance and troubleshooting

• Polymer and process optimization

• Centrifuge terminology and calculations

• Bearing types, uses, and failures

• Pump repairs

• Purge systems setup and testing

• Diagnosing vibrations, alarms and noise

"Call or email if you have installation or training specific topics
needed for your team.

Service • Repair. Optimization
for All Brands
Our 30 year foundation in service, combined with our
comprehensive knowledge of all brands of decanter centrifuges,
makes us the most experienced in the industry. We offer a full
range of services from preventive maintenance, rebuild and
retrofit of decanter centrifuges.

On-Site Field Service for All Brands
Centrisys has a field service team of experienced, fully trained
centrifuge technicians nationwide and globally, available 24n.

Service Agreements for All Brands'"
A variety of flexible and competitive service and maintenance
agreements are available. We offer several different plans and
options and all agreements are customized to fit your needs.

•nServ;ce contracts offer discounted parts and labor.

Rotating Assembly and Scroll
Exchange Programs
Our rotating assembly and scroll exchange program for Centrisys
centrifuges allows for the fastest service to get your centrifuge
back up and running.

Parts for All Brands
Along with our own Centrisys OEM parts,
we carry the highest quality parts for all
brands of centrifuges. Our 20,000 sq. ft.
parts distribution center offers the largest
in-stock selection of centrifuge parts.
Preventative maintenance, critical wear
and anciliary parts are all readily available
for same day shipment.

• Pa Is Wal ·anty. All parts and
components are covered under the
Centrisys standard warranty terms
and conditions

• R E neered Aftf market Parts We guarantee, high-
quality aftermarket parts for all decanter centrifuge brands.
Parts are reverse-engineered to work out any weaknesses
based on the wear patterns from the original OEM part. This
ultimately creates a stronger part for optimized performance.

9586 58th Place I Kenosha, WI 53144 U5A I +1 (262)654-6006 I info@centrisys-cnp.com ~
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Just the Facts:

Why New York City Chose Centrisys

Rigorous analysis showed a clear winner
for one of the largest dewatering upgrade
projects in the country
The Wards Island Wastewater Treatment Plant is the second largest of the
14 wastewater treatment facilities in New York City, serving about
1 million people with an average dry-weather flow capacity of 275 MGD.

As part of a series of upgrades to improve pollution control and treatment
efficiency, the NYC Department of Environmental Protection set out
to evaluate dewatering centrifuge technology to replace the existing
centrifuges at Wards Island. After rigorous bidding, NYC choose to install
(16) C526-4 Centrisys decanter centrifuge.

On balance of objective criteria, Centrisys'
system deemed superior
Using a matrix incorporating an array of weighted criteria established
to seek the greatest overall value, COM Smith ranked the products and
manufacturers by their total scores.

Despite being the second highest in capital cost, the Centrisys C526-4 came
out on top due to facts including:

• Highest G-volume of installed centrifuges

• Highest torque capacity

• Lowest measured power consumption"

• Second-lowest operating costs

• Most installations worldwide for machines of this size and capacity

• The only centrifuge using an advanced hydraulic scroll drive instead of
a gearbox

• Minimal structural and mechanical modifications needed for
installation
'See chart on back. Bid #5 power consumption was a calculation.

Discover more at Centrisys-CNP.com in
,.
Iml
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CASE STUDY:

Better than Specification
Performance
Performance testing for the Wards Island CS26-4
centrifuge installation demonstrated better than
specification performance results.

• 50% power reduction compared to old
centrifuges

• 2S% higher throughput compared to old
centrifuges

• 17% lower polymer consumption than
specification

• 1% drier cake than specified and guaranteed
• 99% capture at 270 gpm (4% higher than

specified and guaranteed)

The Centrisys Advantage: Easy Integration

The Centrisys engineering team integrated a
centrifuge stand, diverter gate and interconnecting
pipework into the plant design. These design
elements created a "drop in place" centrifuge
system, allowing for easy integration with only few
minor modifications to the existing floor plan.

Dewatering Specs
Centrisys CS26-4 Centrifuge
Wards Island + Hunts Point
Flow Rate - 200-400 GPM

G-Force - 3,000

Torque - 30,000 Nm

Standard Main Motor HP - 100 HP
Scroll HP - 2S HP

Beach Angle - 15 degrees
Bowl Diameter - 26 inches

Bowl Cylinder Length - 90 inches

9586 58th Place I Kenosha, WI 53144 USA I +1 (262) 654-6006 I info@centrisys-cnp.com ~
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CENTRISYS/CNP: Hydraulic Scroll Drive based on ROTODIF.F." ifechnology vs. Gearbox Drive

The Centrisys-Viscotherm Scroll Drive is the
Most Efficient in the Centrifuge Industry

Discover more at Centrisys-CNP.com in am
r~centr~
Ii...~ .Cnpiiiii.



Centrisys-Viscotherm Hydraulic Scroll Drive Based on ROTODIFF
Technology Outperforms Our Competitors' Gearbox Drive

Benefits of the Centrisys Hydraulics
Our hydr<lulic scroll drive is powerful and prcci~c. ~chievjn8lhc

highestlorquc·to-welght ratio with the bt'~t proce<.iS control.
By using hydr<lulics we eliminill!! the (:CJrbox. <lnd as il result
simplify the dco;ign. radically reducing the number of moving

parts and wear compont'nts. The Centrlsys scroll drive delivers

unmatched reli"bilitywith low'cr op12r"tlng casls- a direct
benefit tcour customers. ... Centrlsys-Viscotherm Hydraulic Scroll Drive $ Competitors' Gearbox Drive

....
Centrisys HydraulicAdvantage

Pow..rlul .'''d EffICient OperOltlon

Pre<:j~t' M('a~uremenl ;tnd (on'rol

Prt"co\r Mea~or('meot anti Control
low!'r M.lin!enance Cost

lowrr M,1in'en.l"'l!

low... M unt ..niloce. [n..,gv Emel..nt

.:, ..•...

, .

1'......... . .
! lowt'r Marnlrnance. [nerBY Efflcienl. Versiltil('

.J... .

i lowrr M,1intrnance

........ j .

Ilonll-termRrll.1hilltv
............................................................

Heavyovclhung gear increascsload and heat OIl main bearIngs, causing
reduced bearing lite MOf"eWf1iSht m~ns more horsepower-needed to operate

Multiple sets aod types olbelts

limited design requires dlHerent units 10f' each application

Complex, heavy design

lower ovcrhung weight reduces load on main bearings.: reduces machine
vibfatlon; less weiShl meons less horscpo~r needed to operote

.•., .

Highest torque·to·welght ratio: allows for proper balance lower torque·to·weight ratio: limits loading 01 solids. requiring largeror
to handll! sollds am:! hydraulic flow capacity multiple machines........................ - .

Simple and accurate meuuremenl 01 scrotlspecd: provides precise control
01 diHerential with unlimited bowl speed options
Differen,lal" spew 01 ROTOOIFf

Simple. compact.llghtwelght design2

7

4

5

6 One set 01 V·belts

1

3 N I I I t I I' t' Multiplegear~andmovlngpartsathI8herspeeds:createsmorefrIctlon
o gears, uses on y s ow·mov ng parts: crea es ess riC ron and hicher powc::r consumption

..................... .. - , ..
Robust ilm:! rellabtl!: process control with direct torque reading. The direct Complicated calculations oldlHerent speeds through multiple gear
meiJSUrement of scroll torque and speed allows ImmedlJte response to reductions/Increases errorf dramatically slows response to process
process chances changes................... . _.._- , .._-" .

Complicated. indirect measurement of scroll speed: calculated Irom bowl
and pinion speed. gearbox ratio and control errOf
Oiff=liot· (bowl speed - pinion specdJfscorboxtolio. _.•..............................................._ _ .

8 Vcrsatlle design tOf multiple applications

2 Hydrau!i<.s is.l VerSJtllc Ap,""i(.1t'on: It IS used in industri>1t.
militJry and transportJtron :Jpp!lc:Jtions I'IhNI.' therl.'

is no room lor error. •1nd where Ylork is dangerous. dirty or
unlorglving.. EX<lmples include jet.lirUnNs rJilwJys.. ships.
nutlcar subtniU"int's. elev... tors. construction equipmt'ot. mloin{t.
drUling.. <lnd more This technology is so versatile th.lt rt C.ln be
used In widely ditferlnc environmentJI conditions - trom the
most sterile to the dirtiest.

3 Hydraulic Sc(oll Drive Ir>ucJses Cap.ltlt1 Precise spcl.'d
control and the highest torqut' capabilities :11101'.' lor

Increased throuch·put (,lp,lcities

1 Hydr<lulin is oJ Trusted Tcdmology. Whl'thcr we ((';'Ilize
It or not. hydraulics is.:l part of our dally lives. It is.1

reliable Jnd precise technoloGY thll! delivers maximum power

using the smallest footprint. Hydraulic components :'Ire"

fund;)mentJI flarl of the sleering Jnel brJklnc system in every C.lr
manufilclurcd tod;'.y. Hyclr:lu!lcs Me u,ed In nearly:ll! form, of
daily tr.wel: plane,. tr,.Jlns. bO,.Jts Jnd (MS. ttls commonly u~cd in
manuf,lCturinc fJcllities Irom heavy lifting to materl,11 hanc1ling

VE'r~a'rte, Fnrrgy £Ifitl~nt, low..r Oper,1tinv. Cosl

En..r,v [fl,cl"nl
1'"

I Mor.. Pnwerllli at All Speeds
. " .

tncrea~ed energy cost: gearbox design steals energy Irom the main drive.

limited torque at maximum dlHerentlal speed :lnd stam:!stlll

All energy is lost at shut-down: no power recovered

.....................................................................................................; ..

: limited range of differential speeds at lower bowl speeds and standstill I More Powerfut at All Sp~d~
. _._ .; ~.................................. ..............•..•...•..•••...

Full range 01 differential speeds at all bowl speeds. Including zero RPM.
startup, shutdown and standstill

low energy consumption: power Is not lost or wasted. Scroll
drive operates!ndependently from the main drive motor..................., ,., ..
State·ol-the-art technology CERS (Centrifuge Energy Recovery System)
allows the hydraulic scroll drive 10 recover energy at shut down.......................................................................

9

11 100% torque at all speeds, Including standstill

10

12

4 Hl'drJulicSuoll Drive M,l~imllCs Rl'cov('rcd En"IIY.
The Centrisys CERS (Centrlfu&e Energy Recovery Systcml

concept is equlvJlent to technology used in today\ hyhrld
automobiles high·performance race cars. and the aerosp,1ce
industry, The Centrisys system captures energy from the
rotating bOWl. This recov{'red energy po~rs the hydr.1Ulic scroll
drive .1t shutdown or power failure. JIlOYl.lng lor se.1mlen b;'lckup
continued operation with controlled s~rolt speed. Since the
scroll continues to unload solids from the bowl. rt prevents costly
dism.lnUing to free up ,1 blocked centrifu!:e.

15 Standard on a Centrisys centriluge
........................................................
HI,tl .... nt OPl."r~t1Qn

lowrr Maintenance, lonr.er Life

lo~rCo~t, EnrrgvEln("ienf

lower M~intl"nJn("f'.More Powelful an<l Elflcient

low,,' Ma1nll"nance. Mar" ReJl.1blp

..........................................

External cooling often required; overheatlncls a common problem

limited to a one·directlon process

Unflltered. uncooled closed system: retaln~ illi weJr debris possIbly
shortening II1c gearbox life

Claims to have high shock load capability, bUl repealed high shock loads will I' low!". M~lotro:'In(e. MOf"I! Reliablr
damage and d~troyin· line componel'lts and (;luse premature Iailure

" .
Standard on competitors' machin~:il higher torque is require<!, hydraulic
tcchnol08V Is oHered as an upgrade

No overheating 01 the hydraulic motor due to automatic, continuous heat
dissipation through the oil conditioning system

Pressure reliel villvcs prevent high shock load. protecting the hydraulic
system AND centrifuge; system does not transfer Impact force to Ihe
shafting

Capacity to run leading or Iilgglng (optimized performance)

low maintenance: continuous cleaning and cootincln a closed. 100%
filtered system (Illtered to 10 microns)

No drOl& or parasitic loss on the main drive: uses only tl1c energy required to
convey solids :................. . .;

13

16

17

14

18

5 Our HydIJu!i( T«hoolo&y Off~fS!ll<) H"t,nt EIl.:rz.y
E:!f1clelKy Hydr<lulrc technology operates indepcndcntly

Irom the m;!in drivE' Ge;!rbox mJchin~gent'r,'lIy relvoo the
m.. in drive. using sotlds removal mech3nj~m~ tb.lt :lpply brilking
(additional drag! to the: bo..;! and m.1lndrivc. (TIllnk of drlvinc

a car with the parkin!: blake on.l Unnecessary brilking with
gearbox tcchnolo&y results in the necd for lar&cr main dli'IC
motors. Commonly. a ccntrifu!:e rl!quircs a m31n drive motor that
Is 50%larger In compMison to a centrifuge with our hydraulic
scrolt drivc sy~tcm to ;lc~ompllsh the same job For everyone
horsepower needed to move solids out 01 the machint'o onc
horsepower must be ildded to the m;Jin drive to overcome this
braking Jction The Centrisys scroll drive use~ only the energy
needed to drive the scroll: it is Independent of the main drive.
therefore no cncrgy from the m:lin drivc is \·1.1~ted



The Trut About
Hydraulic Scroll Drives

CENTRISYS/CNP: . - • • . .. .. .

The Centrisys-Viscotherm hydraulic scroll drive system with ROTODIFF
technology is the best in the industry. Check the facts below to clear up
any misconceptions about our system.
Misconception: Hydraulic drives are not efficient.
Fact: With ROTODIFF technology our hydraulic system is the
most capable in the industry. Fewer (slow-moving) parts create
less friction, and energy loss is minimized. Precise control
of the scroll at any speed increases centrifuge capabilities

and efficiency, even when loading conditions
fiuctuate. Hydraulics do not put a drag or load
on the main motor and use only the power
needed to turn the scroll.

Misconception: A hydraulic system is not
effective in messy. dirty or hazardous
environments.
Fact: Hydraulic technology is commonly used in
rugged environments with high levels of shock,
vibration, dust, water, corrosive chemicals
and other potential hazards. Industries using
hydraulic technology include construction,
agriculture. marine, military, mining, paper
production, drilling and tunneling. Hydraulic
systems are used in mines, chemical plants,
near explosives and in paint applications,
because they are inherently spark-free and can
tolerate high temperatures. Hydraulics have the
strength and reliability for jobs requiring the
best, most durable heavy equipment.

Misconception: Hydraulic systems are noisy.
Fact: Our hydraulic scroll drive is quieter than a
gearbox. It has been shown to reduce ambient

noise by 15 dB over the older electric scroll drives.

Misconception: Hydraulic systems are messy and leak.
Fact: Because fluids are enclosed in a contained system, there
is virtually no leakage in modern hydraulics. Advanced sealing
techniques and materials and state-of-the-art electronics are

The Choice is Clear

so efficient that today's manufacturers can raise the operating
pressures of their pumps. It is not unusual to find hydraulic
systems operating without leakage at pressures 2,000-3,000 psi
higher than just a few years ago.

Misconception: A hydraulic drive is difficult to repair, requiring
specialized technicians with hydraulic experience.
Fact: With fewer slow-moving parts and a less complicated
design, hydraulic drives are easier to repair than a standard
gearbox. Maintenance technicians with the skills to fix gearbox
drives are more than capable of repair and maintenance with
hydraulics.

Misconception: Hydraulic systems are more maintenance
intense than a typical gearbox.
Fact: On average, hydraulics need only simple oil and filter
preventive maintenance, just like a car.

Misconception: Parts for the hydraulic drive are difficult to
source.
Fact: Centrisys has distribution centers across the United States
and around the world for all hydraulic components. In fact, many
parts can be shipped express overnight delivery.

Misconception: Hydraulic technology is old and abandoned by
other centrifuge manufacturers.
Fact: Hydraulic technology remains a dominant system in
modern industrial manufacturing. No other system is as efficient
and effective in transferring energy through small tubes or
hoses and other hard-to-reach parts. Hydraulic innovation
is progressing at an astonishing rate - so quickly that some
experts cite more progress in the last ten years than in the 50
preceding years combined. Competitive centrifuge suppliers
have not abandoned a hydraulic scroll drive, since most will offer
it as an upgrade to the gearbox.

When you compare the Centrisys hydraulic scroll drive to a gearbox drive, the better choice is the Centrisys system. Centrisys is the
only USA repair facility (besides Viscotherm affiliates) authorized by Viscotherm AG to repair, service, and perform warranty work
on Viscotherm hydraulic components in North America. Contact Centrisys for more information on products, hydraulic scroll drive,
service, parts or any other questions
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The Centrisys Centrifuge Advantage:

In 1987 Centrisys started as a centrifuge service company, providing top quality service and
repair for all brands of centrifuges. We continue in that tradition to this day, and that service
expertise, along with the early addition of advanced design and manufacturing techniques,
quickly translated into the development and fabrication of one of the top-quality centrifuge lines
in the industry and have proven so with projects such as New York City, Denver Metro, Inland

Empire, as well as many others.

Centrisys focuses strictly on biosolids equipment, and complete solids handling processes and
solutions. That focus has resulted in unmatched biosolids handling process, application,

equipment, and service expertise. Throughout the years, Centrisys has provided centrifuge
solutions for multiple different treatment types and capacities in both municipal and industrial
dewatering applications. Centrisys stands out as the top-quality centrifuge manufacturer in the
industry, building and supporting your equipment right here in the United States. We build
equipment to last the test of time and to ensure the best performance at the lowest lifetime cost.

Centrisys continues to grow our process and service knowledge base, and have expanded our
solids handling portfolio with the extension of the CNP biosolids processes. We now not only

have innovative solutions for biosolids thickening and dewatering, but Centrisys/CNP is now
able provide complete process systems for Drying, Digestion, Phosphorus removal, and Thermal
Chemical Hydrolysis (TCHP) to further meet your solids processing and handling needs. The
incorporation and development of these processes has not only expanded our overall offerings
and capabilities, but it has also further strengthened the Centrisys dewatering process knowledge

base even more.

As mentioned above, Centrisys continues to provide the best service in the industry, no matter
the brand of centrifuge. With a service center in Stockton, CA, and our headquarters in Kenosha,
WI, our expert technicians are only a phone call and few hours away. We can also ship just
about any part over night as well. Centrisys not only provides the top-quality centrifuge, but our
service is unmatched anywhere in the market.

Please see the key points below that make Centrisys and our solids processing equipment the

leader in the industry.

9586 58TH PLACE KENOSHA, WI 53144. P: (877) 339-5496. F: (262) 764-8708. WWW.CENTRISYS.US '"'"
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Key Points That Make Centrisys Centrifuges The Top Centrifuge In The Industry:

Hydraulic Drive:

• The Hydraulic scroll drive is the most efficient drive on the market while also providing
the best control of any of the drive types as well.

• Today's hydraulic drives are significantly different from the hydraulic drives of old. A
basic overview can be seen in this video:
httos://www.yolltube.com/watch?v=xrZjETgSgsO&t=ISs

• The hydraulic Rotodiff scroll drive provides the lowest Installed HP for similar size
machines as well as lower energy consumption during operation (power is not lost or
wasted)

o Other manufacturers use the main motor to drive the bowl and scroll together, and
then use another motor, reducing it through a gear box, to back off, or break, the
required rpm in order to achieve the differential speed. Some have tried to

capture some of this lost energy, but a significant amount of energy is still wasted.
o Centrisys uses the main motor to drive the bowl only. The Rotodiffhydraulic

scroll drive operates independent of the main motor, and drives the scroll only at

the low rpm to achieve the required differential speed which is typically only 1-2
rpm for municipal applications.

• Highest Torque Rating - Increased solids loading capacity.

o The hydraulic scroll drive provides 100% of the torque, 100% of the time. 100%
torque at all speeds, including stand-still.

o Gear boxes are 0% torque at 0 rpm, then build torque as the rpm increases and
tops off at a "sweet spot" rpm range, then falls off again above that.

o Hydraulics scroll drives provide a significantly higher torque to weight ratio.
o Increased weight of a gear box also requires more energy to spin, and more

overhung load on the bearings.

o Rotodiffs provide more torque yet are small enough to ship overnight if any
service is needed. The weight of gear boxes requires overland truck freight.

• Lower speed, less parts, simple and robust construction.
o The Rotodiff spins only at the scroll speed of typically 1-2 rpm.
o Gear boxes are spinning at 1800 or 3600 rpm to reduce down to the 1-2 rpm scroll

speed.
o A gear box is similar to an automatic transmission, multiple parts, extremely

complicated design and construction. Very few people can describe how they
work and even fewer are qualified to work on them.

o The Rotodiff is similar to hydraulic drives on heavy machinery wheel drives.
Robust and simple.
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• Continuous cooling and filtering of hydraulic fluid

o The Rotodiff system continuously sends the hydraulic fluid through a heat

exchanger and a filter. Any wear or contamination is instantly removed.

o Gear boxes do not filter nor cool the oil. Wear particles stay in the gear box

causing further wear.

• Simple and accurate process control

o Hydraulic drives provide torque reading directly from the hydraulic pressure.

o Gear boxes require conversion calculations and averaging in the programming.

After a short time, these calculations are incorrect do to wear in the gear box.

o How the differential speed works. The scroll inside the bowl runs at a differential
speed in relation to the bowl. This differential speed, or ~n, controls how fast the
solids are conveyed out of the machine. The higher the ~n, the faster the solids
will be conveyed out and the wetter the solids will be. The slower the ~n, the
solids will stay in the machine longer, build up more torque, and become dryer
before they are conveyed out. There is a point where too high of a ~n will not
allow the solids to build up enough in the in the beach area and therefore you will
not get any torque built up, and you will not get dry solids. If you run the ~n too
slow, the solids can build up in the machine and cause the torque to increase and
eventually cause carryover of solids into the centrate.

o Hydraulics allow for precise simple control. With the hydraulic controls we can
directly measure the torque on the scroll as it conveys the solids out of the
centrifuge. After determining the pressure set point that provides the desired cake
dryness and capture rate, we can set the controls to control the ~n to maintain that
pressure or torque. As the solids in the feed stream fluctuate, the controls will
directly monitor the torque and instantaneously adjust the ~n accordingly to
maintain the proper pressure around the set point so that you get consistent cake
and capture rate. If higher solids concentrations enter in the feed, the torquelbar
pressure will increase, and the controls will automatically increase the ~n to move
the solids out faster and maintain the pressure around the set point while still
maintain performance.

o The speed at which the system reacts is controlled by the slope of a curve, or a.
That slope can be adjusted so that the rate at which the ~n reacts can be either
slower or quicker depending on the operation and response time required for a
specific sludge.

o These set points and controls are all displayed and controlled by a simple HMI
and once the set points are determined the system automatically adjusts
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accordingly and little to no interaction or supervision is required. HMI screen
below shows the controls for this operation.
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o An animation of this can be seen in the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= spsLXFCcDU

o The hydraulic Rotodiff and controls help to prevent plugging, but if plugging does
occur, the hydraulically driven scroll can be run in reverse in order to help clear
the bowl without complete disassembly.

o Since the Hydraulic scroll drive can be run in reverse, the scroll can be also be run
as lagging or leading, which can be beneficial in different applications. This also
allows for reversing the scroll such that the flow wear can be directed to the
opposite side of feed and solid ports, doubling the life of these wear inserts.

o Some gear box manufacturers claim to be able to handle up to 4-5 time the
operating torque. If the torque increases 4-5 times the desired torque, something
inside the machine is severely wrong and something is likely to break. With
hydraulics, if the pressure increase too high for some reason, a valve is opened
and the pressure is instantly relieved, so no damage occurs. The controls will also
stop the feed and flush the system if the high pressure set point is exceeded,
preventing damage and plugging.
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o With the hydraulic drive should anything occur to cause an automatic shutdown,
once the condition has been cleared it can be started back up on the fly and you do
not have to wait for the centrifuge to shut down completely to get back up and
runmng.

o Gear boxes cannot be reversed or started on the fly.

Beach Angle, bowl length, and G-volume:

• Cake dryness:
o The beach angle helps to determine the cake dryness. A steeper beach angle can

provide dryer cake as it is pressed with the g-force (up to 3000G) as it is conveyed
up the beach. There is a point where too steep of a beach will make it too difficult
to convey the solids out of the machine.

o Centrisys has done extensive testing to determine the optimal beach angle. We
determined that the optimal angle is 15 degrees. We can utilize this steep of a
beach angle as a result of the extra torque that we can provide with the hydraulic
drive.

o Steeper beach angles than 15 degrees make it difficult to get grit and heavier
solids out of the centrifuge.

• Capture rate:

o The steeper beach angle also extends the length of the clarification area of the bowl.
This translates to more clarification volume for the same size machine, which results
in a better capture rate. This is depicted below.

115 Degree I

112 Degree I
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• G-Volume:
o G-volume is the clarification volume multiplied times the G-force, and this is

what determines the sizing and throughput of the centrifuge. Any increase in the
clarification volume significantly increases the G-volume, since it is up to 3000G.
The G-volume is described below.

o Centrisys has the deepest pond depth and the largest g-volume for the same size
machine.
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Energy Consumption:

o Centrisys has the lowest installed and operating power in the industry.
o The beach angle, pond depth, and solids discharge, and hydraulic back drive all

playa role in energy consumption as well. The closer that the solids are
discharged to the centerline ofthe machine, the lower the energy it takes due to the
centrifugal forces.

o Centrisys has the deepest pond and the closest to the center discharge point.
o Other manufacturers continue to try to duplicate this feature as an "energy saving"

measure over their older designs, but still do not compare to Centrisys. This was
proven in recent testing at our installation in Wards Island NYC.

Top quality design generated from service:

• Centrisys started as a service company for all of the centrifuge brands, and we continue to
service any machine in the market to this day.

• By servicing other brands of centrifuges, Centrisys has learned over the years what is the
best design as far as quality, performance, longevity, cost of ownership, ease of
operation, and serviceability.

• The Centrisys design features that provide the longest lasting machine on the market and
the best serviceability are too many to list, but a few of the main items include the
location and type of the bearings, the use of top quality seals instead of cheaper a-rings,
utilizing wear strips vs wear grooves for less wear and better conveyance, and the type
and design of wear components.

• Centrisys centrifuges are built to last in order to provide the lowest life cycle cost in the
market.
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Centrisys uses wear strips instead of wear
grooves.

Wall cake is represented in brown. The wall
cake becomes the wear layer to prevent
bowl wear.

Thin wall cake has a tendency to slip. This
causes lack of solids transportation and
buildup of solids in machine. High torque
and poor centrate follow.

Strips can be replaced when worn. Grooves
wear the actual bowl, a much more costly
replacement.

• Centrisys uses large and multiple feed ports. This allows for less wear in the feed

chamber and feed ports and less and turbulence in the solids end of the machine.

I
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• Centrisys uses the latest 3D modeling design tools and can provide drawings and models

to engineering firms to provide ease of design and system integration.



• Centrisys can provide complete systems including controls, feed pumps, conveyor

systems, stands, ladders, and walkways, making design and installation as simple as
possible.

• The design features and materials used ensure that Centrisys has the lowest cost of
ownership in the industry.

Process Expertise:

• Centrisys is a Centrifuge and Biosolids company. Our expertise is centrifuges and
biosolids process.

• We have some of the top centrifuge dewatering and thickening process people in the
industry. We put that knowledge and expertise to use for you by providing the best
possible process support available.

• Centrisys was grown from of a service business, and we have grown to become the most
innovative and advance centrifuge manufacturer in the industry by continuing to expand
our knowledge base as well as our innovative product offerings.

• Centrisys can provide full lab testing including polymer testing, as well as onsite pilot
testing.

• The addition of our sister company, CNP, with advanced biosolids processes has
continued to expand and strengthen our biosolids dewatering knowledge and proven
expertise in the handling and treatment of biosolids that no one else in the industry can
match.

Designed, manufactured, serviced, and supported locally:

• Headquartered out of Kenosha, WI provides a local technical and manufacturing presence
that no other centrifuge manufacturer can match.

• Centrisys has the top service support and lead times in the industry. Having service
centers in multiple locations in the US, and having the entire engineering and service
team readily available in Kenosha, WI provides unmatched support and service.

• Centrisys carries millions of dollars of parts inventory at the headquarters in WI, and
almost any part can be shipped over night, with onsite tech support available in 24-48
hours anywhere in the US.

• Centrisys major overhaul lead times are typically 3-4 weeks, instead of the 3-6 months
typical of other manufacturers.


